LOURDES CENTRAL CATHOLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL
2018 SUMMER READING
“Reading a lot is one of the most powerful methods of increasing fluency, vocabulary,
and comprehension.” (Stanovich)
We have been very excited about the results of the required summer reading
program at Lourdes Middle School. Many students have maintained the reading
level they ended the school year with, but better than that, many students actually
increased their reading level. There has been a direct correlation between the
amount of reading a student has done over the summer and the reading level they
have at the beginning of the new school year.
Think about it. Reading is a skill, and like any skill, a person gets better only with
practice. If your child is to participate in a certain sport or in playing a musical
instrument, you know that the only way they will be good is if they have regular and
consistent practice time. It is the same thing with reading! Reading is the only skill
that can help them in so many aspects of their life.
“This habit of reading is your pass to the greatest, the purest, and the most perfect pleasure
that God has prepared for His creatures. It lasts when all other pleasures fade. It will
support you when all other recreations are gone. It will last until your death. It will make
your hours pleasant to you as long as you live.” (Anthony Trollope, 1815-1882)
We have seen incredible, marvelous results during this school year as middle school
students were allowed to have choices in what they read and were given time to
read. The summer reading program will follow that same format. Students will be
asked to read a certain amount of pages, but will be given the freedom to choose
what they read. The following are the requirements for Lourdes Middle School
Summer Reading 2017:
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IMPORTANT: The list of books you read is DUE on Friday, August 17, 2018. No late reading
forms will be accepted. Your reading list must be VERIFIED and SIGNED by both the student
AND a parent or guardian.

If you need another form for keeping track of books this summer or lose this one,
you may access the Lourdes website and download it from there:
www.lourdescentralcatholic.org
Please sign the form and return it to school to verify that you received the information about the
Lourdes Middle School Summer Reading Program. Everyone must return the signed form. Please
return by Friday, May 18, 2018.

Thank you,
Wendi Buggi

Happy Reading!
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Sign and return to Mrs. Buggi (next year’s 7th & 8th ) by
Friday, May 18, 2017. Sorry for the short notice!

Yes, I have received the information about the required summer reading program for 2018.
Student’s name________________________________
Parent’s signature______________________________
Date _________________________________________
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